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i. 25 mentioned includingvan envelope having an im-_ 

» .lected. data such as address to the outer 
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This invention relates to improvements in man 
ifolding assemblies, and more‘ particularly to 
such assemblies employing record and transfer 
sheets and adapted to constitute mailing en 

‘ velopes. v . ’ 

It'is one of the objects-of the invention to 
provide an improved manifolding assembly of 
the ‘character described whereby inscriptions 
written on' the outer surface of a record leaf will 

10 be transferred to interior record surfaces within a 
closed envelope, and also to transfer only se 

sur 
face of theenvelope. ' _ ‘ 

It is a further object of the invention to pro 
lli vide an improved manifolding assembly includ 

ing a closed envelope wherein carbonized or trans- \ 
fer sheets are retained in interleaved relation for 
transferring inscriptions to the inner surfaces, 
‘but may be readily removed'from the envelope 

20 
I before the inscribed envelope is 
mail. - ' 

Still another object of the invention is topro 
vide a manifolding assembly of the character 

deposited in the 

proved and convenient arrangement for trans 
ferring the inscriptions to the inner record sur 

A faces of the envelope and also providing for quick 
1 and easy opening of the envelope by an im 
§0 proved arrangement of weakened severance lines. 

Another object is to provide an improved man 
ifolding mailing envelope having an improvedar 
rangement of record leaves and-transfer surfaces, 
and especially well adapted for making ‘up in 
voices or similar statements‘ and transmitting 
them through the mails, saving time in making 
the statements and avoiding errors. 
A further object is to provide a manifolding, 

- assembly of the class mentioned having an im 
proved-manner of attaching the record leaves 
togetherin the assembly so as to avoid placing 
stresses upon the sheets constituting the assem 
bly and thereby avoiding wrinkling,‘ puckering 
and similar irregularities in the sheets such as 

45 tend to impair the leglbility of the inscriptions 
; and interfere with the proper transferring of said 
inscriptions. .Other objects and advantages of 
the invention ‘will be in‘ part pointed out in the 

a following detailed descriptionof certain illus 

40 

_ tion and will be in part'obvious in connection 
' therewith. - - 1 . v 

-The invention accordingly comprises an‘ article 
‘of manufacture possessing vthe features, proper 

}. ties, and the relation of elements which will be 

c 

after performing their transfer function, and . 

trative but preferred embodiments oLthe inven-L 

vwardly to reveaF the address surface of the 
envelope; ~ ' 

These three record sheets are attached together 

‘played for this purpose as shown in the drawings. 

and the scope of the application of which will 
be indicated in the claims. < ' 
For a more complete and comprehensive disclo 

sure, ofv the nature, objects and advantages of 5 ' 
the invention, reference is had »to_the ‘following 
‘detailed description and to the accompanying 
drawings, in which: 

Fig. v1 is a perspective, partially diagrammatic 
view ofra manifolding assembly embodying the 10 

. invention; 

Fig. 2 is‘ a view similar to Fig. 1, but showing 
the outer detachable record leaf turned back 

, 16 

Fig. 3 is an enlarged, diagrammatic edge view ' 
of the assembly of Fig. 1; ' ' 

Fig. 4 is another view similar to Fig. 1 with the 
carbon sheets removed; ' ~ _ ' 

Fig. 5 is a perspective view showing one of the 
attaching marginal portions of the envelope re 
moved; 1 - ‘ 

Fig.‘ 6 is a view simllarto Fig. 1 showing ‘a ' 
modi?ed embodiment of the invention;,and 

Fig. 7 is an enlarged diagrammatic edge view 
of the assembly shown in Fig.6. _‘ 
Referring-to the drawings for a? detailed de 

scription of the illustrative embodiments of the 
invention there shown, and ?rst to the embodi 
ment of Figs. 1 to 5 inclusivega unitary mani 
folding assembly is shown which is ?exible and. 
pliable throughout its extent so as to be readily 
adapted for being written upon in typewriting 
and similar machines,- or to be manually in 
scribed. ~This record or manifolding assembly 
includes a top or overlying record sheet I 0, a bot 
tom record sheet II, and it also may include an 
intermediate record sheet I! in cases where an 
extra copy 'of‘the inscribed matter is required. 
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in the assembly along opposite marginal pot-1 
tions thereof by means of any convenient at 
taching means, lines of paste II and I 4 being em; 

It will be understood that these adhesiveattacb‘ 
ments ‘are sho inthe drawings diagrammati 
callyvand are, greatly exaggerated inv thickness . 
in order to portray ‘more clearly and fully the em- a ' 
bodied structure. . _, \ 

Each of ' the. record sheets III, II and II is 
provided ‘with a record surface fac ng upwardly ‘-\ 
and each record surface 'is prefers ‘provided 
withblank forms for receiving theinscribed data 
and also may have certain explanatory printed 
matter thereon. The upper surface of the outer :_ 

45: ' 



record sheet l0 has'a space l5 for receiving the 
mailing address, a space It for the postage stamp, 
and a space I’! for the return address. The inner 

- record surfaces may be appropriately ruled and 

20 

have appropriate descriptive matter printed 
thereon for the accommodation of the entry 
of any desired inscriptions as illustrated, for 
example, in Fig. 5. g 

_ 0verlying the'record sheets IO, U and I2 is 
an additional record or ?y leaf l8 detachably at 
tached to the other leaves of the assembly. As 
shown, this overlying ?y leafis preferably at-_ 
‘tached at only one of its edges and is preferably 
provided with a weakening line of severance l9 
adjacent to its attached edge to facilitate sever 
ance from the assembly. This ?y leaf is also ruled 
and bears descriptive printed matter similarly to 
the record sheets II and I2, the blankforms and 
printed matter being in registering relation in 
all of the different sheets of the assembly, so that 
inscriptions made in any of the spaces provided 
therefor on the ?y leaf l8 will be transferred to 
the corresponding spaces of the inner record 
surfaces by transfer means as more fully de 
scribed below. The ?y leaf l8 also has an address 
space 20, and directly beneath the address space 
the ?y leaf is provided on its opposite or rear 
surface with a carbonized area 2| so as to trans 

. fer the address inscribed on the outer surface of 
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‘the ?y leaf to the address-space l5 of the record 
sheet l0. This'carbonized surface 2| is of re 
stricted ,extent so that only the inscriptions writ 
ten in the address area 20 will be transferred 
to the upper surface of the record sheet III; data 
inscribed‘ at parts of the surface of the fly leaf 
outside of the address space will notbe trans 
ferred to the record surface of the sheet l0, but 
will be transferred to theinner record surfaces of 
the other record sheets in a manner later de 
scribed. ' > 

It is preferredin some instances to make the 
record sheets IO, N and i8 form. a single integral 
strip of paper. having folds at the opposite edges 
of the assembly so as to bring the sheets in rel 
atively superposed overlapping relation with each 
other, as shown. Also the record sheets l0 and | I 
are provided with weakened severance lines 22 
extending along the‘ marginal portions thereof 
inside of the attachment l3. These weakened 
severance lines may be made in any well known 
manner, such as by providing perforations in 
these sheets, or by ‘scoring or cutting partly 
through the paper. Similarly, the record sheets 
II and I2 are provided with weakened severance 
lines 22 extending along and just inside of the 
attachment l4, while the outside or ‘address rec 
ord sheet I0 may not be correspondingly pro 
vided with a weakened severance line at this 
edge portion of the assembly. By means of the 
severance lines arranged as described, the rec 
ord leaves may be quickly and easily detached 
from each other} and from the assembly by tear 
ing the paper along the weakened lines. ' 

It is preferred, as shown, that the record leaves 
of the assembly be attached togetherronly at 
their opposite edges, thus leaving the singularly,v ' 
disposed or end edges free from attachment with‘ 
'each other, but one or both ends may be closed 
by detachable or severable means if ‘desired. 
The construction and attachment'of the record 
leaves described provides an envelope or pocket 
closed at its opposite edges and having at least ’ 
one open edge or end portion. This arrangement 
providesfor the reception within the envelope or 
pocket of transfer material shown in this illustra 

9,166,148 
tlve embodiment as transfer leaves or sheets 23 
which are positioned in transfer relation with the 
record receiving surfaces of the record leaves l0 
and I2. These transfer sheets are preferably co 
extensive with the record receiving surfaces of 
the record-leaves and are provided with transfer 
material only on their under surfaces. Inasmuch 
as the transfer sheets are ordinarily used for only 
a single transfer inscription, the coating of 
transfer material is preferably very light and 
the paper is very thin and inexpensivein manu 
facturing costs. 
These transfer sheets are preferably not pos 

itively attached to other parts of the assembly 
but are retained in their operative position with 
‘in the envelope by the frictional contact of the 
record sheets-lying closely in contact with the 
carbon sheets. It will. be understood that the 
record and transfer sheets are diagrammatically 
depictedin the drawings, being shown as sep 
arated from each other for the purpose of por 
traying the structure more clearly. In practice 
all 'of the sheets lie in close contact with each 
other so that the complete assembly is very thin 
and ?exible so as to be received readily by the 
writing machines. In order to provide a con 
venient means for removing the carbon sheets 
from the envelope when the transfer inscriptions 
have been completed, a selective'group forma 
tion is provided whereby the transfer sheets can 
readily be grasped to the exclusion of the record 
sheets and thus withdrawn from the assembly. 
In the embodiment shown, this selective grip 
formation includes notches 24. formed in the 
marginal portions of the record sheets III, II and 
I2 through which adjacent marginal portio of 
the transfer sheets are exposed. This offs re 
lation of the adjacent edges of the record and 
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transfer sheets exposes a grip areaat the edge ' 
portions of the transfer sheets by means of which 
the latter may be readily removed from the as 
sembly. . ~ ~ 

As shown in Figs. 1, 2 and 3, it will be noticed 
that the intermediate or inner record sheet I2 
is attached in the assembly only at the marginal 
binding stub l4, its opposite end being unat 
tached in the binding stub l3. Also the end edges 
of the record "sheet I 2 are unattached. While 
this attachment of the record sheet I 2 is suffi 
cient to retain it positivelyin position, the sheet 
is permitted to freely adjust itself with reference 
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to the other sheets, thus tending to avoid stresses I, . . 
in these sheets resulting inxwrinkles, bulges and 
similar irregularities tending to interfere with 
the entry of the inscriptions and with the clear 
and legible transfer thereof to the record ‘sur 
faces by the transfer material. Inscriptions writ 
ten on the outer or ?y leaf of the assembly are 
transferred to the record surfaces of the sheets 
II and I2 by means of the carbon ortransfer 
sheets 23 and the address inscription is trans 
ferred to the address space of the envelope by 
means of the restricted area of transfer material 
2|. 
transfer sheets may be removed as described, and 
the ?y leaf severed along its weakened line l8 
and retained by the issuing office. The envelope 
thus completed may then be transmitted through 
the mails. The receiving office may then open 
the envelope by severing the binding margin l3 
along the adjacent‘ weakened lines 22, whereupon 
the inner record surfaces may be inspected. The 
inscribed record leaves H and H can then be 
severed from the binding stub H by tearing along 
the adjacent'weakened lines 22 whereupon the 

‘When the inscriptions are completed, the' 
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groans . 

said restricted transfer area and in registry with 
said transfer sheet,_and with similar’record re‘- ‘ ' 

address sheet “together with its attached bind 
ing stub It may be'discarded. ' . 
In the embodiment of the invention shown in 

li‘igs. 6 and '7, the construction is similar to that 

with the outer surface of one of said record, , _ , _ V 
_ surface thereofand having atransfer surface ' sheets, said v(niterrccord leaf having a-transfer 

surface of restricted area positioned to transfer 
the address inscription to'vsaid outerjsurface.‘ 

ceiving areas within said pocket with which said 
transfer sheet is in transfer contact. ' 

attached to the.‘ envelope to overlap the address 

of restri ted area in transfer relation‘wi'th the 
address area of ‘the envelope to transfer ‘address 

.3. 

5' above described, but, the assembly of this form ‘_ ~2. A manifoldjng assembly including, in-com- ~55 ~_ ' 
includes only the upper or address record sheet binatioh, record sheets having attachment with 
Ila and the lower record sheet Ila, the interme- “ each other at opposite marginal portions‘ there-' 
M record sheet b61118 omitted. Also but a of and being free from each other at another 
single transfer sheet 23a is ‘employed. In this marginal portioniso as to‘ form an open pocket- 7 

l0 embodiment. it 18 Preferred that the upper 01" aetransfer' sheet loosely received within said 10 
?y record lee-{Ila and the record leaves lvla and pocket in transfer relation with the ' record. 
Ha be formed of separate and independent sheets, and a-selective grip formation at the 
Sheets of Paper attached together at vthe- bind- opening of said pocket whereby. the transfer’ sheet 
ing stubs Ila and Ila formed in a manner simi- may be selectively gripped to the exclusion of 

15 lar to the attachments above described. The fly ‘the record sheete'and thus removed from its 15; 
lea! "a 15 Provided with a carbonized area 2M . ‘transfer position "in the assembly, said assembly - 
of restricted extent for transfel‘?m the address including an inner record sheet within the pock 
vt'oethe address area 01' the 491N810!” 111 a manner et-and attached only at one of its marginal por 
similar to that above described. ‘Except as here- “one, the attachment; of said inner sheet'being 

20 in noted, the strucme and‘ ‘immanent of this ' at one of said opposite‘ marginal attachments. an 
embodiment are similar toth‘e embodiment. above 3, A man?olding assembly ineludjng, in com 
described and white understood without a fur- bination, record sheets having attachment with 
the!‘ demedhmription. The Operation in use each other at opposite marginal portions there 

. is 8-180 811111184’ “that Of the P110!‘ embodiment of and being free from each other at another 
. 25 In M Where it is dei?ed to have more than marginal portion so as to form an open pocket, 25 

one of the outside ?y leaves corresrondinc to the i a transfer sheet loosely received within said 
?y’ lea-V68 I‘ 01' "a, this 188-! may be extended pocketintransfer relation with the record sheets. 
suificientlyand folded along a. line pirallekto the _ ‘a, selective grip formation at the'opening of said 
longitudinal edges of the 118861111111.v 80 as *0 lilo-- pocket whereby the transfer sheet may be se-_ 

30 W18 We .01’ more oi’ such leaves arranged in lectively gripped to the exclusion of the record so 
superposed manifoldina relation with eeehother- - sheets and thus removed from itstransfer pos'i- ' 
when this leaf is‘ thus folded. the fold line may tion in the assembly, said assembly including an 
be perforated or otherwise weakened to provide inner teem-d sheet'witmn the pocket and at 
for em detachment of the leaves from each tached only at one of its marginal portions, the , 

“other. Also, the outer ?y leaf 0!’ 1885708 mil! have. attachment of said inner sheet being at one of 3'5, 
a, carbon coating on their rear surfaces-t0 pro-: . said'opposite marginal attachments, and anzout 
vide for transfer inscription t0 the underlying er record leaf attached to the assembly and ly 
?y. leaf or a separate transfer leaf inserted be- ing in contact with the outer surface or one of ' 
tween the?v- leaves may be rovided for this ' said record sheets, said outer record leaf hav 

40 Purpose _The carbon or ii‘ erieevee of the ing a transfer surface of restricted area pcsi- 4o 
assembly 88 above mentioned arepreferabl! 0f 'tioned tojtran'sfer the address inscription to 
the One tim? type and of light; thin "la-temp but said outer surface, and also having record re- 
they are dim?-mmatlcally Shown in the draw- ceiving areas outside of said restricted transfer ' 
inss by means of relatively heavy lines in order area and in‘ registry with said transfer sheet, a 

45 to distinguish them from the reootd' ledvesi The and with similar record receiving areas within 45 
record leaves’mhy be oft-n! desired quality and; said'pocket with which said transfer sheet is in Y 
weight. of paper-{but they will ordinarily be ,of transfer contact. - ' . ' ‘ 
somewhat heavier stock than the .transfer leaves. v 4. “A manifolding assembly including, ‘in ‘com; 

1, Since certain changes vmay be made in bination, record-sheets having attachment with 
50 above article and different embodiments of the ‘ each other at opposite marginal parts thereof 56 

invention could be made without departing from . to form a mailing envelope, a transfer sheet 
the scope thereof, it is intended that 'alll?atter ' within said envelope in transfer relation with the’ ‘ 

- contained in the above description ,or'shown in record sheets. and e'record leaf detachablv-et 
the accompanying be interpreted tached to the envelope to overlap'thejaddress _ w 

55 as illustrative andrnot in a limiting sense. - - , surface thereof and having a transfer surface of 55 
Having described my invention, what'I cmm _ restricted area in transfer relation with the ad- 7 ' _ 

as new and desire to secure by letters Patent is. ‘ dress area of themelgie‘liope to transfer ; 
1. A manifolding assembly me1ud1ng"m com- inscriptions there ,~ over app 8 recor , 7 

bination, record sheets having attachment-with having inscription receiving space apart from - 
each other at opposite marginal porticnsthere- 5am resi?etedtrensfer areaPnd in rem with 00» 

' . of and being freefrom each other at. another said transfer sheet whereby inscriptions made on ‘ 
marginal por?on so ‘as to fom an open mcket. will transferred to 8 11300111 surface ' 
o transfer sheet loosely received within said :withinthe enve1ope.-. - a _ v 
pocketin transfer relation with the record sheets, . 5- A mammldmg assembly including’ “1 WP‘ 

as a selective'grlp formation at the opening of said bination, record sheets having attachment with 05 r 
' pocket whereby. the transfer sheet-may be se- lach 0th", at °PP°5$te'ma1f$ma1 Parts thereof 

lectively gripped to the exclusion of ‘the records to form a mailing envelope, said envelope being . 
_ sheets and thus removed from-its transfer posi- oven- at one marginal portion thereof. a transfer 7 
tion in and an outer record leaf sheet ~within said envelope in transfer relation c. 

. 7o ' attached to the and lying-in contact with the record sheets. a record .leefdetaohablr 10. ~' 

15' and also having'record of. saidoverleopins'reoold W is ' 
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having inscription-receiving space apart from 
said restricted transfer area and in registry with 
said transfer sheet whereby inscriptions made 
on said leaf will be transferred to a record sur 
face within the envelope, and a selective grip 
formation at said marginal portion of the en 
velope whereby the transfer sheet may, be re 
moved. > . 

6. A manifolding assembly including, in com 
bination, record sheets having attachment with 
eachother at opposite marginal parts thereof 
to form amailing envelope, a transfer sheet 
within said'envelope in transfer relation with 
the record sheets, and a record leaf detachably 
attached to the envelope to overlap the address 
surface thereof, and having a transfer surface 
of restricted area in transfer relation with the 
address area of the envelope to transfer address 
inscriptions thereto, said overlapping record leaf 
having inscription receiving space apart from 
said restricted transfer area and in registry with 

_ said transfer sheet whereby inscriptions made on 
saidleaf will be transferred to a record surface 
within the envelope, said record sheets having 
weakened severance lines lying inwardly of the 
attachment thereof whereby said sheets may be 
detached from each other by severance along 
said weakened lines. 

7. A manifolding assembly including, in com 
bination, record sheets having attachment with 
each other at opposite marginal parts thereof to 
form a mailing envelope, a transfer sheet within 
said envelope in transfer relation with the record 
sheets, a record leaf detachably attached to the 
envelope to overlap the address surface thereof 
and having a transfer surface of restricted area in 
transfer relation with the address area of the 
envelope to transfer address inscriptions thereto, 
said overlapping record leaf having'inscription 
receiving space apart from said restricted trans 
fer area and in registry with said transfer sheet 
whereby inscriptions made on said leaf will be = 
transferred to a record surface within the enve 
lope, said record sheets having weakened sever 
ance lines lying inwardly of the attachment 
thereof, whereby said sheets may be detached 
from each other by severance along said weakened 

‘ lines, said envelope having an open edge portion 

60 

for removal of the transfer sheet, and a selective 
grip formation at said open edge portion whereby 
the transfer sheet may be withdrawn from the 
envelope. ' 

8. A manifolding assembly including, in combi 
nation, record sheets- having attachment with 
each other at opposite marginal parts thereof to 
form a mailing envelope, a'transfer sheet within 
‘said envelope in transfer relation therein, a record 
leaf detachably attached'to the envelope to over 
lap the address surface thereof and having a 
transfer surface of restricted area in transfer 
relation with the address area of the envelope to 
transfer address inscriptions thereto, said over 
lapping record leaf having inscription receiving 
space apart from said restricted transfer area and 
in registry with said transfer sheet whereby in 
scriptions made on said leaf will be transferred to 
a record surface within the envelope, and a record 
sheet within the envelope in transfer relation with ‘ 
said transfer sheet and attached at only one edge 
portion thereof to the assembly. ' 

9. A manifolding assembly including, in com 
bination, record sheets havingattachment with 
each other at opposite marginal parts thereof to 

2,1se,142 
form a mailing envelope, a transfer sheet within 
said envelope in transfer relation therein, a record 
leaf ' detachably attached to the envelope to over 
lap'the address surface thereof, and having a 
transfer surface of restricted area in transfer 
relation with the address area of the envelope to 
transfer address inscriptions thereto, said over-' 
lapping record leaf having inscription receiving 
space apart from said restricted transfer area and 
in registry, with said transfer sheet whereby in 
scriptions made on said leaf will be transferred to 
a record surface within the envelope, said record 
sheets having weakened severance lines lying in 
wardly of the attachment thereof whereby said 

, sheets may be detached from each other by sever 
ance along said weakened lines, and a record 
sheet within the envelope. inv transfer relation with 
said transfer sheet and attached at only one edge 
portion thereof to the assembly and having a 
weakened severance line ‘whereby it may be sev 
eredfrom its attachment with the assembly. 

10. A manifolding assembly including, in com 
bination, record sheets having attachment with 
each other at opposite marginal parts thereof to 
form a mailing envelope, one or more transfer 
sheets within said envelope in transfer relation 
with the record sheets, a record leaf detachably 
attached to the envelope to overlap the address 
surface thereof, and having a transfer surface of 
restricted area in transfer relation with the ad 

, dress area of the envelope to transfer address in 
scriptions thereto, said overlapping record leaf 

' having inscription receiving space apart from said 
restricted transfer area and in registry with one of 
said transfer sheets whereby inscriptions made on 
said leaf will be transferred to a record surface 
Within the envelope, said record sheets having 
weakened severance lines lying inwardly of the 
attachment thereof whereby said sheets may be 

' detached from each 'other by severance along said 
weakened lines, a record sheet within the envelope 
in transfer relation with one of said transfer 
sheets and attached to the assembly and having 
a weakened severance _line whereby it may be 
severed from. its attachment with the assembly, 
said envelope having an open edge portion for 
removal ofone or more of the transfer sheets, and 
a selective grip formation at said open edge por 
tion whereby the transfer sheet may be with-' 
drawn from the envelope. 

11. A manifolding assembly including, in com 
bination, record sheets having-attachment with 
each other at opposite marginal parts thereof to 
form a mailing envelope, one or more transfer 
sheets within said envelope in transfer relation 
with the record sheets, said record sheets having 
weakened severance lines lying inwardly of the 
attachment thereof whereby said sheets may be 
detached from each other by severance along said 
weakened lines, and a record sheet within thev 
envelope in transfer relation with one of said 
transfer sheets and attached at only one edge por 
tion thereof to the assembly so as to permit it to 
adjust itself and to avoid wrinkling and bulging 
thereof, said inner record sheet having a weakened 
severance line whereby it may be severed from the 
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assembly, said envelope having an open edge 'por- ' 
tion for removal of the transfer sheet and a selec 
tive grip formation at said open edge portion 
whereby the transfer sheet may be withdrawn 
from the envelope. ~ 

- - OTI'O BLITZ. 


